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WHAT OUR CLIENTS THINK…
“Upon moving to the US, having to sort out car insurance along with everything else needed when moving to a new
country could have been an absolute nightmare. Sunrise made it so easy, fully understanding my requirements and translating
cover we have in the UK to the equivalent in US. Each bit of cover was fully explained in detail which made it easy to decide if I
needed or wanted it. Also although none of my discounts from my UK insurances counted and I was new to driving and insuring
in the US, Sunrise took into account my driving experience which helped my overall cost. Sunrise was by far the cheapest
company to insure with and provided the best cover. “
Aaron Jones, Chief Petty Officer-UK Armed Forces (Royal Navy)

"International relocation is a challenging experience, up-rooting your family, career and life is a huge step. I found the smaller
things you may forget to consider such as car insurance or phone contracts added greatly to the stress of the move. Thankfully
Mike at Sunrise was on hand to help, after several frankly ridiculous quotes from dealer recommended insurers I remembered
Mike and gave him a call. Within moments his expertise/experience dealing with international clients shone through and I had
an insurance quote thousands of dollars cheaper than I had been offered thus far. I highly recommend Mike and the team,
great people and great results."
Michael Hobson, Associate Director of Velocity Search LLC & Gravity Recruitment Ltd (UK to US move)

“As a newcomer to America for a 3 year posting, we were recommended Sunrise Group by friends, for our car insurance. They
understand the issues facing foreign military on arrival, not least that we might not have US driving licenses or SSNs. From the
outset, they could not have been more helpful, explaining unfamiliar processes and forms and making the whole procedure
painless. Since then I have been happy to trust them with a second car policy (combined) and renters insurance and even travel
insurance. They were also extremely helpful, giving advice by phone and email, out of office hours, when I was faced with a
problem with airport car rental insurance on holiday. They could easily have sold me more cover there and then, but instead
they checked my existing policies and explained carefully why that would not be necessary in this case. I'm glad they are
watching my back and for their honest, friendly, professional service, I have no hesitation in writing this testimonial.”
David Sherriff, British Royal Navy Officer on exchange in US

“We have recently bought an RV in Texas and faced the daunting process of insuring it while holding an Australian driving
license. The Sunrise Group employs an amazingly helpful worker known to us as Tina - she made the process both painless and
fast. We are on the road enjoying our travels and would like to thank The Sunrise Group for their efficient staff and no nonsense
procedures and policies.”
Frank Abebi, Retiree – Australia
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“Since arriving in Florida I have purchased comprehensive car insurance through Sunrise insurance. This has been an easy
process and pleasure to deal with this company. I was concerned not having a Florida drivers License but this was no problem at
all and my Australian license was fine, this also did not increase costs of Insurance like some companies do. The paperwork has
been pain free and all staff has been very accurate and precise in giving all information and a pleasure to deal with. I have no
hesitation in recommending Sunrise Insurance to any individual wanting to purchase comprehensive insurance.”
R. Stuart, Aircraft Technician

“The team at Sunrise provides an excellent service. It is not easy to find short term insurance at a reasonable price so I was
thrilled when I discovered that Sunrise provided this facility and have been using them now for seven years. The team are
friendly, knowledgeable and efficient - exactly what you want when you come to a different country and aren't sure how this
sort of thing works. I would highly recommend this company for all your insurance needs.”
Kevin Jackson, Technical Translator

“My experience with The Sunrise Group has been great. The readiness, the efficiency, the service and obviously the prices, I
consider all of these just excellent.”
Carlo, Insurance Underwriter

“My name is Michael Raiber I am from Germany and moved to the United States in December 2012. I am working with a
German company in Newton / North Carolina as a team manager in production on injection molding. To be new in the country
getting difficult when it get to car insurance because of the non existing drive history. But The Sunrise Group as I find out is
specialized in newcomers to the U.S. in points of car insurance. So they did with me when I connect with them it was fast and
easy and a superior customer support, I am very pleased. Also it is affordable and not too expensive, because a lot of insurance
companies want a lot of money from their non history applicant. So all in all I just can recommend the sunrise group for every
insurance you need, they helped and supported me a lot. Thank you Sunrise Group.”
Michael Raiber

“My experience with The Sunrise Group has been great Mr. Weeks has take good care of us as a customers as well as Mrs. Tina
Jenkins providing us with all the support we could ask for, I’m thankful and looking forward to keep doing business with them. “
Lic. Ricardo Peral Lopez, Consulate General of México - Protection Department
“Thanks guys you took out all the confusion that comes with moving to a new country that does things differently.”
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Matt Richards, Royal Australian Navy

“When I came, I did not have a credit history despite the fact that I have previously studied in the USA 10 years ago for a period
of 18 months and I had car insurance during this time. I was explained by our legal advisors that The Sunrise Group insurance
company is one of those available on the market that would serve my needs as a customer despite the lack of any credit history
- something that most insurance companies would not do. The fact that The Sunrise Group is so friendly to the foreign military
and that my predecessor used their services up to now, defined my choice. I have received the necessary information and
assistance that I required and my overall opinion and recommendation is that this is a company that could be trusted. “
Radostin Krastev, Foreign military working for NATO in the USA

“Sunrise has proven to be just want an insurance company is supposed to be – a company you do not really have so much to do
with most of the time, and yet an assurance that everything will be all right, if an unfortunate circumstance occurs. They have
been professional and friendly in every possible way.”
Ulrik Becker Nissen, Associate Professor

“To Michael from The Sunrise Group, I thank you. You provided me with excellent service by simply expressing a genuine
interest in answering any questions and concerns I had regarding my automotive insurance. As a visiting military member to
the U.S. I have no driving record here in Florida, which meant significantly higher rates and charges as quoted by your
competition. Your support and dedication to service has lead to every colleague I know here in the U.S. mention The Sunrise
Group as their preferred insurance provider. Thank you for your assistance and support.”
Adrian, Royal Australian Navy

“When I first arrived in New York in 2011 as an expat I had to find car insurance in order to get US license plates for my car.
Unfortunately I did not know the services of The Sunrise Group then so I got an insurance that was really very expensive.
When I learned about the services of The Sunrise Group a year later I got in contact with their representative Michael Weeks
and he made me an offer for a car insurance that was much less expensive than the one I had. He also told me how to cancel
the old insurance contract what with his advice was pretty easy. So I changed to The Sunrise Group and I am absolutely happy
with the service - and the prices. That is why now I tell all my colleagues coming from Germany to the US to call Michael when
they ask me about car insurance. “
Anne Pia Mannweiler, Human Resources Manager - German Permanent Mission to the UN in New York
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“I was covered by Travelers Insurance Company last year, but it was very expensive to foreigners. I asked some officers in the
office. An Officer coming from Finland, he introduced me this auto-insurance company. I am satisfied with quote shown by The
Sunrise Group and very happy to sign the paper. I definitely recommend other coming Japanese officers in the future, if
necessary. Thanks.”
Yuichiro ENDO, U.S.Forces Joint Staff J6 Foreign Liaison Officer - Japanese Liaison Officer

“Taking out insurance with the Sunrise Group was a very easy and painless experience. Especially moving from another country
and taking residence in the USA, Michael and his team knew exactly what was needed and would have no hesitation in putting
my name forward in regard to recommending their insurance product.”
Matthew, Aircraft Engineer (Royal Australian Navy)

“I would just like to thank you and your colleagues at The Sunrise Group for the wonderful responsiveness and assistance in
general that you have provide me. Moving to the US from Ireland with my family has been a challenging but rewarding
process. If only all processes were as easy as dealing with you and your company. Continued success to you in the future and I
look forward to dealing with you all well into the future.”
Peter Diffley. M&C Manager - North American Region - Xylem Inc.

“One of my top priorities on arrival in the US for a year of study was to get ‘mobile’ and I needed insurance before I could
register the car I had bought and drive it legally. Sunrise Group was easy to deal with by email and accommodating to expat
unique circumstances. For example, no social security number is a significant impediment in dealing with other companies. I
have not had to make a claim, but have confidence Sunrise would be there to help me with the process if needed. “
Carol Abraham, Royal New Zealand Air Force Officer

“Sunrise is a great company and helped us a lot getting a cheaper car insurance than it would be possible for "U.S. newcomers"
at other companies/insurances. They supported us in a fantastic way, even German speaking staff is there, which made it in the
first day very easy for us to get the needed information.”
Michael Haussmann, SW-Program manager automotive applications, Dipl. Ing.
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